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Abstract—Abstract interpretation is capable of inferring a wide
variety of quantifier-free program invariants. In this paper, we
propose a general framework for building universally quantified
abstract domains that leverage existing quantifier-free domains in
induction-loop programs. This method is sound and converges in
finite time. We instantiate this framework using two quantifier-
free domains: difference-bound matrices with disequality con-
straints (dDBM ) domain and polynomial equations domain. The
experiments on a variety of programs using arrays demonstrate
the feasibility of the approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Arrays are an important data structure in all common

languages. In many cases, to verify the correctness of programs

using arrays an analysis must be able to discover properties

of array elements. For example, in scientific programming, a

sparse matrix is represented by several arrays, and indirect

indexing is used to access matrix elements. In this case, to

verify that all array accesses are in bounds, an analysis has to

discover upper and lower bounds on the elements stored in the

index arrays.

Static reasoning about the behaviors of such programs is a

challenging problem. Firstly, array indexing induces complex

semantics, in particular the possibility of aliasing. Moreover, an

array may represent a large or unbounded number of variables,

since the size of the array can be large or even unknown.

Invariants with quantifiers are important for verification and

static analysis of programs over arrays due to the unbounded

nature of array structures. Universally quantified invariants

can express relationships among array elements and properties

involving arrays and scalar variables.

Universally quantified invariant synthesis for programs

manipulating arrays with unbounded data has drawn wide

attention in the academic field, see e.g. [8], [10], [11], [13]–[15],

[21]. Approaches presented in these papers combine inductive

reasoning with predicate abstraction, array partitioning and

templates techniques and normally require user guidance in

providing necessary templates, assertions or predicates, or only

deal with one-dimensional arrays.

In this paper, we present a framework for automatically

inferring array invariants without any user guidance and without

using a priori defined boolean templates or predicates. Our

framework can transform a quantifier-free abstract domain into

a quantified domain in induction-loop programs. Since there

already is a huge variety of quantifier-free domains available,

our framework can leverage them. Moreover, our framework

can process multi-dimensional arrays.

Induction-loops are loop statements that manipulate arrays

by loop control variables. A loop control variable is a variable

that gets increased or decreased by a fixed amount every time.

However, it is allowable to increase or decrease such variables

multiple times (sometimes even unbounded/unknown times)

on every iteration of a loop. Induction-loops are common in

programs. Program 1 and 2 show two examples of induction-

loop programs, which will be used throughout the paper.

Program find (Program 2) is the example that loop control

variables i and j gets increased or decreased multiple times

on every iteration of the outer loop.

Program 1: init

1 unsigned size ;
2 int A[size ];
3 i :=0;
4 while ( i<size) {
5 A[i ]:=0;
6 i := i+1;
7 }

Program 2: find: segmentation phase of the QuickSort

1 x := A[0] ;
2 i := 1;
3 j := size−1;
4 while ( i<=j) {
5 if (A[i] < x) {
6 A[i−1] := A[i ];
7 i := i + 1;
8 }
9 else{

10 while ( j>=i&&A[j]>=x) {
11 j := j−1;
12 }
13 if ( j > i) {
14 A[i−1] := A[j ];
15 A[j] := A[i ];
16 i := i + 1 ;
17 j := j−1;
18 }
19 }
20 }
21 A[i−1] := x ;

Induction-loops often have quantified properties in the

following form:

∀x ∈ [e1, c, e2), ψ(x)
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where [e1, c, e2) denotes the set {e1 + n ∗ c | n ≥ 0 ∧ n <
(e2 − e1)/c}.

For instance, the following property (1) is the important

postcondition for “init” program (i.e., all elements of the array

are initialized to zero).

∀x ∈ [0, 1, size), A[x] = 0 (1)

The following properties (2)-(3) are the important postcondi-

tions for “find” program (i.e., the array is segmented).

∀k ∈ [0, 1, i− 1), A[k] < x (2)

∀k ∈ [i, 1, size), A[k] ≥ x (3)

So, in spite of severe restrictions both on programs and

properties, our framework allows interesting properties to be

found about non trivial programs.

Contributions. The contributions of our work include:

• The main contribution of this paper is to propose a general

framework for building universally quantified abstract

domains that leverage existing quantifier-free domains in

induction-loop programs.

• We provide soundness proofs and convergence proofs for

the method.

• We implement a tool based on clang [2] and the Z3 SMT

solver [9]. The experiments demonstrate the feasibility of

our method.

II. AN INTUITIVE EXAMPLE

We first give a very informal intuition of the method. Let

us consider the program init (Program 1).

First, a pre-analysis will identify loop control variables from

program variables. A loop control variable is a variable that

gets increased or decreased by a fixed amount every time. In

program init, i is a loop control variable, the initial value is

0, the step is 1. We call the statement i = 0 as loop control

variable initialization statement, call the statement i = i + 1
as loop control variable update statement.

Let us assume that there exists a basic analysis which takes

into account simple inequalities and equalities of expressions

(e.g., difference bound matrices [29] or octagons [25]). We

call these properties generated by the basic analysis as basic

properties. Our analysis will generate quantified properties by

leveraging such analyses.

The analysis of program init provides:

• At the first iteration:

– After line 3:

∗ basic properties: (i = 0).
∗ quantified properties: (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), false).

(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), false) is a special quantified property.

Since [0, 1, i) = ∅ after statement i := 0, thus, (∀x ∈
[0, 1, i), false) holds.

– After line 4:

∗ basic properties: (i = 0), (i < size).
∗ quantified properties: (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), false).

– After line 5:

∗ basic properties: (i = 0), (i < size), (A[i] = 0).
∗ quantified properties: (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), false),(∀x ∈

[0, 1, i+ 1), A[x] = 0).

Since [0, 1, i) = ∅, [0, 1, i+ 1) is equal to {i}. Thus,

(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i + 1), A[x] = 0) is equal to A[i] = 0.

Thus, (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i+ 1), A[x] = 0) holds.

– After line 6:

∗ basic properties: nothing.

∗ quantified properties: (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i − 1), false),
(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0).

After i := i+ 1, [0, 1, i− 1) and [0, 1, i) are respec-

tively equal to the value of [0, 1, i) and [0, 1, i+ 1)
before i := i + 1. Thus, (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i − 1), false)
and (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0) hold after i := i+ 1.

• At the second iteration:

– At line 4:

∗ basic properties: nothing.

∗ quantified properties: (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0).

(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0) holds since (∀x ∈
[0, 1, i), false) � (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0) = (∀x ∈
[0, 1, i), A[x] = 0)

– After line 5:

∗ basic properties: (i < size), (A[i] = 0).
∗ quantified properties: (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0),
(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i+ 1), A[x] = 0).

Since [0, 1, i + 1) is equal to [0, 1, i) ∪ {i}, thus,

(A[i] = 0) and (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0) imply

(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i+ 1), A[x] = 0) holds.

– After line 6:

∗ basic properties: nothing.

∗ quantified properties: (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i − 1), A[x] =
0), (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0).

The iteration converges.

• So, the final result at the end of the program is

– basic properties: (size ≤ i).
– quantified properties: (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0),

which implies (∀x ∈ [0, 1, size), A[x] = 0) holds.

III. LANGUAGE AND PRELIMINARIES

We first define the induction-loop programs in which we

formalize our technique.

A. Induction-loop Programs

Fig. 1 shows the syntax of statements. In this syntax, both

lcv and cvar are program variables. Here, lcv is a loop control

variable, cvar denotes a non-loop-control variable. In this

paper, a pre-analysis will identify loop control variables from

program variables. A statement st can be an assignment, a

while-statement, if-statement or a sequential composition of

statements. There are three kinds of assignments: (1) the

initialization of a loop control variable of the form “lcv=init”,

where lcv does not occur in the expression init, (2) the update

statement of a loop control variable of the form “lcv = lcv+c”,
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and (3) the assignment to a left-hand expression lh, where lh
is a left-hand expression. A condition cond is a conjunction

and/or a disjunction of atomic conditions.

st ::= assign

| while(cond) st
| if(cond) st1 else st2
| st1; st2

assign ::= lh := e

| lcv := init (lcv does not occur in init)

| lcv := lcv + c

lh ::= cvar | e1[e2]
init ::= e

Figure 1: Syntax of statements

B. Iterative Data-Flow Analysis Framework

Iterative data-flow analysis framework [18] can be used to

solve data-flow problems. An iterative data-flow analysis frame-

work can be characterized as a four-tuple (D,LG ,�G , FG),
where G represents a control flow graph (CFG), and:

• D is the direction of analysis, which is forward or

backward.

• LG is a description of a join semi-lattice that represents

the data flow values relevant to the problem. The height

of LG must be finite.

• �G is a description of the join operator of the semi-lattice.

�G is derivable from LG .

• FG is a description of the set of admissible flow functions

from LG to LG . FG must be monotonic.

For a data-flow analysis, as long as the four elements are given,

the analysis can be performed by an iterative algorithm. If the

flow function of a data flow analysis is monotonic, and the

height of the lattice is finite, then the analysis will terminate

[18].

Our analysis is a forward data-flow analysis. The forward
data flow equation is the following forms.

Inn =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

BI n is Start statement⊔
p∈pred(n)

Fp(Inp) otherwise

where n and p are statements, Inn is data flow value before

the node n. For a statement n, let Fn : LG → LG denote the

flow function that applies the statement. BI is the data flow

values before the Start statement. FG consists of flow functions

Fp. � is the join operator.

IV. PRE-ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY LOOP CONTROL

VARIABLES

The pre-analysis is used to identify loop control variables

and obtain facts about these variables. We first give a definition

of loop control variables.

Definition IV.1. A variable v is a loop control variable at a
program point u if for every execution path reaching u, every
assignment statement for v is either v := init or v := v + c,
where v does not occur in the expression init, c is a fixed
constant.

The pre-analysis first identifies the set of loop control

variables, and for each loop control variable, it identifies the

step and the initial value of the loop control variable. Besides,

it also finds the <,≤,= and �= relations between loop control

variables and other program variables or expressions at every

program point, e.g., i < size, i = j. These relations are used

for two purposes.

1) For a quantified property p , an assignment e1[e2] := e,
these relations are used to check whether p will be killed

by e1[e2].

Example IV.1. Consider the following property ∀x ∈
[0, 1, i), A[x] = 0 before an assignment A[j] := 1. If
i < j holds before this assignment, this property still
holds after the assignment since i < j ⇒ j /∈ [0, 1, i).

2) Deducing new quantified properties, e.g., size ≤ i ⇒
[0, 1, size) ⊆ [0, 1, i), so we can deduce ∀x(x ∈
[0, 1, size)⇒ p) from ∀x(x ∈ [0, 1, i)⇒ p).

The facts about loop control variables can be easily obtained

by some existing analysis, such as induction variable analysis,

difference-bound matrices (DBM) analysis [29].

The pre-analysis depicts and records simultaneously an

expression set IExpr:

• init, lcv, lcv− c, and lcv+ c belong to IExpr, where lcv
is a loop control variable, init and c respectively are the

initial value and the step of lcv.

• e1 and e2 belong to IExpr, where (e1 op e2) is a relation

obtained by the pre-analysis, op is <,≤,= or �=.

IExpr is used in the upper and lower bounds of intervals in

our data flow analysis.

V. QUANTIFIED ABSTRACT DOMAIN

Throughout the paper, we assume the existence of one

basic analysis, which our framework can leverage on. We use

(LB ,�B ,�B) to denote the lattice of basic analyses. Elements

of LB will be noted as φ.

The quantified abstract domain L∀ is parametrized by pre-

analysis and basic analysis. An element of L∀ is a set of

quantified properties in the following form:

∀x1 ∈ I1, · · · , ∀xn ∈ In, ϕ(x1, · · · , xn)
where

1) I1, · · · , In are intervals. An interval can be (e1, c, e2),
[e1, c, e2), (e1, c, e2] or [e1, c, e2]. The interval starts from

e1 (included or excluded) to the e2 (included or excluded),

and the difference between the consecutive terms is

constant c. For any interval, the e1 and e2 are from

IExpr.

2) ϕ is φ (i.e., an element of LB) or false.

The data flow values before the Start statement (i.e., BI) is ∅.
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A. Quantified Partial Order on L∀
The partial order �∀ on L∀ is defined as follows. For any

L1, L2 ∈ L∀, we say

L1 �∀ L2

iff for each quantified property p2 ∈ L2, there is a quantified

property p1 ∈ L1 such that p1 � p2.

The � can be seen as logical implication. � is defined as

follows:

For any quantified properties p1 := (∀x1 ∈ I11 , · · · , ∀xn ∈
I1n , ϕ1) and p2 := (∀x1 ∈ I21 , · · · , ∀xm ∈ I2m , ϕ2), we say

p1 � p2

when the following criteria are satisfied:

1) n = m and I11 = I21 ∧ · · · ∧ I1n = I2m , and

2) ϕ1 and ϕ2 meet the following conditions:

• ϕ1 is false, or

• ϕ1 and ϕ2 both are elements of LB , and ϕ1 �B ϕ2

Informally, p1 � p2 means the intervals are same and either

(1) ϕ1 is false, or (2) ϕ1 �B ϕ2.

B. Join Operation �∀ on L∀
For any L1, L2 ∈ L∀,

L1 �∀ L2 = {p1 � p2 | p1 ∈ L1 ∧ p2 ∈ L2 ∧ p1 � p2 �= ⊥}
The � is defined as follows:

For any quantified properties

p1 := ∀x1 ∈ I11 , · · · , ∀xn ∈ I1n , ϕ1

p2 := ∀x1 ∈ I21 , · · · , ∀xm ∈ I2m , ϕ2

• if n = m and I11 = I21 ∧ · · · ∧ I1n = I2m ,

p1 � p2 =⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
p1 if ϕ2 = false

p2 if ϕ1 = false

∀x1 ∈ I11 , · · · , ∀xn ∈ I1n , ϕ1 �B ϕ2 otherwise

Note that, if ϕ1 �B ϕ2 = ⊥, p1 � p2 = ⊥.

• otherwise, p1 � p2 = ⊥.

VI. ABSTRACT INTERPRETER FOR L∀
This section presents the principal flow functions for L∀. Let

a in L∀ be the data flow value before a statement n. The flow

function Fn(a) generates a quantified property set belonging

to L∀. All quantified properties in the set shall hold after

statement n. The flow function Fn(a) is defined as:

a′ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

transfer(n, a) ∪ genSpecial(n)
if n is lcv initialization

transfer(n, a) ∪ handleInterval(n, a)
if n is lcv update stmt

transfer(n, a) otherwise

Fn(a) = genAQ(a′)

For any statement n, transfer function transfers all quantified

properties not killed by n. If n is a loop control variable ini-

tialization statement, genSpecial function generates a special

quantified property. If n is a loop control variable update

statement, handleInterval function handles the intervals

of quantified properties. After above operations, genAQ is

performed to generate more quantified properties.

We give the definitions of these operations in the following

sections.

A. transfer Function

To check whether a quantified property p not killed by

assignment t := e, we need to define what it means for the

term t to not occur in p. A term t can be lh or lcv. We first

define a predicate NotIn.

Let E be the pre-analysis result at a program point under con-

cern. For any quantified property p := (∀x1 ∈ I1, · · · , ∀xn ∈
In, ϕ) at the program point, a term t is provably not in p,

denoted by NotInE(t, p), if

1) t is a variable and t does not syntactically occur in p, or

2) t is of the form e1[e2] and for every term e′1[e
′
2] that

(syntactically) occurs in p, it is the case that either E ∧
(x1 ∈ I1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn ∈ In) ⇒ e1 �= e′1, or E ∧ (x1 ∈
I1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn ∈ In)⇒ e2 �= e′2.

Example VI.1. This example is from program find (Program
2). Let E := {j > i} be the pre-analysis result before an
assignment n : A[i−1] := A[j]. p := (∀k ∈ [size−1,−1, j−
1), A[k] ≥ x). NotInE(A[i− 1], p) is true since j > i ∧ k ∈
[size− 1,−1, j − 1)⇒ k �= i− 1.

Let E be the pre-analysis result before statement n. Function

transfer(n, a) is defined as:

transfer(n, a) ={
{p | p ∈ a ∧NotInE(t, p)} if n is t := e,

a if n is cond

where t can be lh or lcv.

Lemma VI.1. Let E be pre-analysis result before statement
n. For any x, y ∈ L∀, if x �∀ y, then transfer(n, x) �∀
transfer(n, y).

Proof. Because x �∀ y, thus, for each property p2 ∈ y, there

is a property p1 ∈ x such that p1 � p2. According to the

definition of �, the intervals of p1 are equal to the intervals of

p2. Thus, for a term t, NotInE(t, p2) implies NotInE(t, p1).
Thus, transfer(n, x) �∀ transfer(n, y).

B. genSpecial Function

For loop control variable initialization lcv := init,
genSpecial is defined as:

genSpecial(lcv := init) = {∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false}
where c is step of lcv, c is obtained by pre-analysis. Af-

ter lcv := init, (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false) holds since

[init, c, lcv) is equal to ∅.
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The special quantified property ∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false is

used to generate other normal quantified properties (the detailed

description is given in genAQ function).

Corollary VI.1. If n is a loop control variable initialization,
genSpecial(n) is monotonic.

C. handleInterval Function

For a loop control variable update statement lcv := lcv + c,
handleInterval handles the intervals of quantified properties.

After lcv := lcv + c, [init, c, lcv) is equal to the value of

[init, c, lcv + c) before lcv := lcv + c. If (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv +
c), q) holds before lcv := lcv + c and lcv does not occur in

q, (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), q) holds after lcv := lcv + c. (∀x ∈
[init, c, lcv − c), q) can be treated similarly.

For loop control variable update statement lcv := lcv + c,
handleInterval is defined as:

handleInterval(n, a) = {H(n, p) | p ∈ a ∧H(n, p) �= ⊥}

where function H is defined as follows:

H(lcv := lcv + c, p) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv − c), q if lcv not occur in q,

and p is of form ∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), q

∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), q if lcv not occur in q,

and p is of form ∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), q

⊥ otherwise

where init and c respectively are the initial value and the step

of lcv, q can be a quantified property or φ (i.e., an element of

LB ) or false.

Example VI.2. Let n be a lcv update statement i := i + 1,
a := {(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), false), (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i+1), A[x] = 0)} is
the data flow value before i := i+ 1. From the definition,

H(i := i+ 1, (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), false)) =

(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i− 1), false)

H(i := i+ 1, (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i+ 1), A[x] = 0)) =

(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0)

Thus, handleInterval(i := i + 1, a) = {(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i −
1), false), (∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0)}.
Lemma VI.2. For any x, y ∈ L∀, if n is lcv :=
lcv + c and x �∀ y, then handleInterval(n, x) �∀
handleInterval(n, y).

Proof. Because x �∀ y, thus, for each property p2 ∈ y, there

is a property p1 ∈ a such that p1 � p2 . According to the

definition of �, the interval of p1 is equal to the interval of p2.

Thus, H(n, p1) � H(n, p2). Thus, handleInterval(n, x) �∀
handleInterval(n, y).

D. genAQ function

Function genAQ generates quantified properties. For any

a ∈ L∀, genAQ is formally defined as:

genAQ(a) = intervalNarrow(a) ∪ intervalIncrease(a)
where these two functions represent two ways to generate

new quantified properties. The function intervalNarrow
generates a new quantified property by reducing the interval of a

quantified property. The function intervalIncrease generates

a new quantified property by increasing the interval of a

quantified property on some conditions.

Let E be pre-analysis result at a program point under concern,

intervalNarrow(a) is formally defined as:

For any p in a,

• if p is of form (∀x ∈ [e1, c, e2), q) and c > 0 and

(e′1 > e1) is in E, then (∀x ∈ [e1, c, e2), q) is in

intervalNarrow(a);
• if p is of form (∀x ∈ [e1, c, e2), q) and c > 0 and

(e′2 ≤ e2) is in E, then (∀x ∈ [e1, c, e2), q) is in

intervalNarrow(a).

where q can be a quantified property or φ (i.e., an element

of LB ) or false. Note that, there are other conditions to

generate quantified properties (e.g., conditions for c < 0).

Other conditions are similar to these conditions. We just list

two conditions here.

Example VI.3. Let E := {size ≤ i} be the pre-analysis result
at a program point, a := {(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0)} holds at
the program point. We have intervalNarrow(a) = {(∀x ∈
[0, 1, size), A[x] = 0)} since E ⇒ [0, 1, size) ⊆ [0, 1, i).

Let C be basic analysis result at a program point under con-

cern. The function intervalIncrease(a) is formally defined

as:

For any p in a,

1) if the following conditions are met,

• p is of form (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false), and

• ψ(· · · , e1[f1(lcv)], · · · ) is in C ∪ a
then (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), ψ(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · )) is

in intervalIncrease(a).
2) if the following conditions are met,

• p is of form (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv − c), false), and

• ψ(· · · , e1[f1(lcv − c)], · · · ) is in C ∪ a
then (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · )) is in

intervalIncrease(a) (Note that this rule is similar to

rule (1)).

3) if the following conditions are met,

• p is of form (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ1(· · · ,
e1[f1(x)], · · · )) and ψ2(· · · , e1[f1(lcv)], · · · ) is in

C ∪ a, and

• ψ(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · ) = ψ1(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · ) �
ψ2(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · )

then (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), ψ(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · )) is

in intervalIncrease(a).
4) if the following conditions are met,
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• p is of form (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv − c), ψ1(· · · ,
e1[f1(x)], · · · )) and ψ2(· · · , e1[f1(lcv− c)], · · · ) is

in C ∪ a, and

• ψ(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · ) = ψ1(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · ) �
ψ2(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · )

then (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ(· · · , e1[f1(x)], · · · )) is in

intervalIncrease(a) (Note that this rule is similar to

rule (3)).

where lcv is a loop control variable, init and c are respectively

the initial value and the step of lcv. ψ is a basic property in

C or a quantified property in a, f1 is a general function about

lcv.

Let ψ(k) be abbreviation of ψ(· · · , e1[f1(k)], · · · ). For rule

(1), since (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false) means [init, c, lcv) = ∅,
[init, c, lcv + c) is equal to {lcv}. Thus, ψ(lcv) implies

(∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), ψ(x)) holds. For rule (3), since

ψ(x) = ψ1(x) � ψ2(x), (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ1(x)) and

ψ2(lcv) respectively imply (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ(x)) and

ψ(lcv) hold. Since [init, c, lcv + c) is equal to [init, c, lcv) ∪
{lcv}, thus, (∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ(x)) and ψ(lcv) imply

(∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), ψ(x)) holds.

Rules (2) and (4) are respectively similar to rules (1) and

(3). The formers are to add ψ(· · · , e1[f1(lcv − c)], · · · ) to a

quantified property whose interval is [init, c, lcv−c), the latters

are to add ψ(· · · , e1[f1(lcv)], · · · ) to a quantified property

whose interval is [init, c, lcv).

Example VI.4. Consider program “init” (Program 1). Vari-
able i is a loop control variable, the initial value is 0, the step
is 1.

1) C := {A[i] = 0} is the basic analysis result after
statement A[i] := 0, a := {(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), false)} is
the data flow value after A[i] := 0, (at the first iteration).
intervalIncrease(a) = {(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i + 1), A[x] =
0)}.

2) C := {A[i] = 0} is the basic analysis result after
statement A[i] := 0, a := {(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i), A[x] = 0)}
is the data flow value after A[i] := 0, (at the second
iteration). intervalIncrease(a) = {(∀x ∈ [0, 1, i +
1), A[x] = 0)}.

Lemma VI.3. Let E be pre-analysis result at a program point
under concern. Let C be basic analysis result at the program
point. For any x, y ∈ L∀, if x �∀ y, then genAQ(x) �∀
genAQ(y).

Proof. To prove genAQ(x) �∀ genAQ(y), we just need to

prove that: (1) intervalNarrow(x) �∀ intervalNarrow(y),
(2) intervalIncrease(x) �∀ intervalIncrease(y).

Because x �∀ y, thus, for each property p2 ∈ y, there is a

property p1 ∈ x such that p1 � p2.

1) Because p1 � p2, the interval of p1 is equal to

the interval of p2. Thus, intervalNarrow(x) �∀
intervalNarrow(y).

2) Let ψ(k) be abbreviation of ψ(· · · , e1[f1(k)], · · · ),
• if rule (1) holds in x, i.e., ψ(lcv) is in C ∪ x

and (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv), false) is in x, then (∀k ∈

[init, c, lcv + c), ψ(k)) is in intervalIncrease(x).
Because x �∀ y, (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv), false) is in y.

– if ψ(lcv) is in C, we have: (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv +
c), ψ(k)) is in y.

– if ψ(lcv) is in x, because x �∀ y, there exists

ψ′(lcv) in y such that ψ(k) � ψ′(k). (∀k ∈
[init, c, lcv + c), ψ′(k)) is in y. Thus, (∀k ∈
[init, c, lcv + c), ψ(k)) � (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv +
c), ψ′(k)).

Thus, intervalIncrease(x) �∀ intervalIncrease
(y).

• if rule (3) holds in x, i.e., (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv),
ψ1(k)) is in x and ψ2(lcv) is in C ∪x, and ψ(k) =
ψ1(k) � ψ2(k), then (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), ψ(k))
is in intervalIncrease(x). Because x �∀ y, there

exists (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ′
1(k)) in y such that

ψ1 � ψ′
1 holds.

– if ψ2(lcv) is in C, let ψ′(k) be ψ′
1(k)�ψ2(k), we

have: ψ(k) �B ψ′(k) and (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv +
c), ψ′(k)) is in y. Thus, (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv +
c), ψ(k)) � (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), ψ′(k)).

– if ψ(lcv) is in x, because x �∀ y, there exists

ψ′
2(lcv) in y such that ψ2(k) � ψ′

2(k). Let ψ′(k)
be ψ′

1(k) � ψ′
2(k), we have: ψ(k) � ψ′(k) and

(∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv+c), ψ′(k)) is in y. Thus, (∀k ∈
[init, c, lcv + c), ψ(k)) � (∀k ∈ [init, c, lcv +
c), ψ′(k))

Thus, intervalIncrease(x) �∀ intervalIncrease
(y).

• The proofs of rules (2) and (4) are similar to the

proofs of rules (1) and (3).

Thus, genAQ(x) �∀ genAQ(y).

E. Termination

Lemma VI.4. Let n be a statement in a CFG G. Fn is
monotonic.

Proof. Fn is monotonic iff ∀x, y ∈ L∀ : x �∀ y ⇒ Fn(x) �∀
Fn(y). According to the definition of Fn, we just need to

prove that all functions occurring in Fn are monotonic. We

have proved that all functions occurring in Fn are monotonic (

Lemma VI.1, Lemma VI.2, Corollary VI.1, Lemma VI.3).

Lemma VI.5. The height of (L∀,�∀) is finite.

Proof. An element of quantified abstract domain L∀ is the set

of quantified properties. A quantified property is of the form:

∀x1 ∈ I1, · · · , ∀xn ∈ In, ϕ
For any interval (e1, c, e2), [e1, c, e2), (e1, c, e2] or [e1, c, e2],

c is a constant occurring in program, the e1 and e2 are from

IExpr. ϕ is an element of LB or false. Because IExpr is

finite and the height of LB is finite, thus, the height of L∀ is

finite.

Theorem VI.1. Analysis will terminate.
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�.� : st → States → States

e → States → Lc ∪ Z

cond → States → B

�cvar := e�(ρv, ρa) = (ρv[�e�(ρv, ρa)/cvar], ρa)

�lcv := init�(ρv, ρa) = (ρv[�init�(ρv, ρa)/lcv], ρa)

�lcv := lcv + c�(ρv, ρa) = (ρv[�lcv + c�(ρv, ρa)/lcv], ρa)

�A[e1] := e2�(ρv, ρa) = (ρv, ρa[F/A])

where F = λz.

{
ρa(A)(z) if z �= �e1�(ρv, ρa)

�e2�(ρv, ρa) otherwise

�while(cond) stmt�(ρv, ρa) ={
(ρv, ρa) if �cond�(ρv, ρa) = false

�stmt;while(cond) stmt�(ρv, ρa) otherwise

�if(cond) stmt1 else stmt2�(ρv, ρa) ={
�stmt1�(ρv, ρa) if �cond�(ρv, ρa) = false

�stmt2�(ρv, ρa) otherwise

�st1; st2�(ρv, ρa) = �st2�(�st1�(ρv, ρa))

Figure 2: Semantics of induction-loop Programs

Proof. The flow function Fn is monotonic (Lemma VI.4),

and the height (L∀,�∀) is finite (Lemma VI.5). According

to iterative data-flow analysis framework [18], analysis will

terminate.

F. Soundness of Operations
Let States denote the set of states of a program. A state is a

tuple (ρv, ρa), where ρv maps scalar variables names to their

values, ρa maps array names to their values. The semantics of

statements of “induction-loop programs” are described in Fig.

2 as functions from States to States. We use “A[e1] := e2” to

denote an assignment to an array element. Here, we simplify

arrays for one dimension arrays.
For an abstract value a, �a�(ρv, ρa) is defined as follows:

∀p ∈ a, �p�(ρv, ρa).
We use c to denote a concrete program state (ρv, ρa) in

subsequent paragraphs.

Theorem VI.2. For all statement n, let ci denote the concrete
program states immediately before executing statement n,
and let ai denote the data flow value immediately before
statement n. If the pre-analysis is sound, basic analysis is sound,
ci+1 = �n�(ci) and �ai�(ci) holds, the following conditions
are satisfied:

1) If n is lh := e, �transfer(n, a)�(ci+1) holds.
2) If n is cond, �transfer(n, a)�(ci+1) holds.
3) If n is lcv := init, �transfer(n, a) ∪

genSpecial(n)�(ci+1) holds.
4) If n is lcv := lcv + c, �transfer(n, a) ∪

handleInterval(n, a)�(ci+1) holds.
5) If �a′�(ci+1) holds, �genAQ(a′)�(ci+1) holds.

Proof. 1) To prove conclusion (1), we need to prove :

�{p | p ∈ a ∧NotInE(lh, p)}�(ci+1)

where E is the pre-analysis result before n.

NotInE(lh, p) implies that all values of memory

units in p remain unchanged, thus, �p�(ci+1) holds.

Thus, conclusion (1) holds.

2) The conclusion (2) follows directly from the definition

of transfer(cond, a).
3) To prove conclusion (3), we need to prove :

�transfer(n, a) ∪ {(∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false)}�(ci+1)

�∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false)�(ci+1) holds because n is

lcv = init. �transfer(n, a)�(ci+1) holds (the proofs

are similar to conclusion (1)).

4) To prove conclusion (4), we need to prove :

�transfer(n, a) ∪ {H(p) | p ∈ a ∧H(p) �= ⊥}�(ci+1)

We need to prove:

a) if �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), q�(ci) holds, �∀x ∈
[init, c, lcv − c), q�(ci+1) holds.

b) if �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), q�(ci) holds, �∀x ∈
[init, c, lcv), q�(ci+1) holds.

Because n is lcv := lcv + c, lcv doesn’t occur in q and

init, the conclusions (a) and (b) hold.

5) Let ψ(k) be abbreviation of ψ(· · · , e1[f1(k)], · · · ). To

prove conclusion (5), we need to prove :

a) if �∀x ∈ [e1, c, e2), q�(ci+1) and �c > 0 ∧ (e′1 >
e1)�(ci+1), then �∀x ∈ [e′1, c, e2), q�(ci+1);

b) if �∀x ∈ [e1, c, e2), q�(ci+1) and �c > 0 ∧ (e′2 ≤
e2)�(ci+1), then �∀x ∈ [e1, c, e

′
2), q�(ci+1);

c) if �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false�(ci+1) and �ψ(lcv)
�(ci+1), then �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), ψ(x)�(ci+1).

d) if �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv− c), false�(ci+1) and �ψ(lcv
−c)�(ci+1), then �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ(x)�(ci+1).

e) if �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ1(x)�(ci+1) and �ψ2(lcv)
�(ci+1) and ψ(x) = ψ1(x) � ψ2(x) then �∀x ∈
[init, c, lcv + c), ψ(x)�(ci+1).

f) if �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv − c), ψ1(x)�(ci+1) and

�ψ2(lcv − c)�(ci+1) and ψ(x) = ψ1(x) � ψ2(x)
then �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ(x)�(ci+1).

• The conclusions (a) and (b) follow directly from the

definition.

• For (c), �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), false�(ci+1) implies

�lcv = init�(ci+1), thus, �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv +
c), ψ(x)�(ci+1) is equal �ψ(lcv)�(ci+1).

• For (d), the proofs are similar to the proofs of (c).

• For (e), because �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv), ψ1(x)�(ci+1)
and �ψ2(lcv)�(ci+1) and ψ(x) � ψ1(x), and

because basic analysis is sound, thus, �∀x ∈
[init, c, lcv), ψ(x)�(ci+1) and �ψ(lcv)�(ci+1) hold.

Thus, �∀x ∈ [init, c, lcv + c), ψ(x)�(ci+1) holds.

• For (f), the proofs are similar to the proofs of (e).

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

The method has been implemented using clang [2] and Z3

[9]. In the prototype tool, clang is used to analyze source code.
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Z3 is used to check whether quantified properties are still valid

after an assignment, which only uses linear constraint solver,

which is well supported by Z3. We use the difference-bound

matrices (DBM ) analysis [29] to obtain the facts about loop

control variables.

In our experiments, we instantiate our quantified analysis by

two basic analysis. The first basic analysis is difference-bound

matrices with disequality constraints (dDBM ) analysis [27].

It is an extension of the DBM one. It can handle disequations

between pairs of expressions. The second basic analysis is

polynomial equations analysis [28]. It can generate polynomial

equations invariants in programs.

A. The dDBM Analysis Result

In this experiment, we apply our tool on 10 challenging

array benchmarks shown in Figure I. The functions init
(Program 1) and init noncost initialize all elements of

an array to a constant and an iteration-dependent value

respectively. init partial initializes part of the array,

and init even initializes even positions. 2D array init
initializes a 2-dimensional array using a nested loop. Various

versions of copy copy all or some elements of an array to

another array. find first nonzero looks for a non-zero

element and returns its index (or -1 if the element is not

found). partition copies the zero and non-zero elements of

a source array into two different arrays. find (Program 2)

is used for segmenting arrays in QuickSort. Our tool can

automatically discover expected properties of these programs.

Due to space limitations, this paper just gives the results

of this analysis on two programs (shown in Program 3 and

Program 4). All of the benchmarks and the results are available

at https://github.com/libin049/QDInvSynthesis.

Results for find(QuickSort): Program 2 shows the program.

At the end of the program, we get the expected result (i.e.,

the array is segmented):

• ∀k ∈ [1, 1, i), A[k − 1] < x
• ∀k ∈ [size− 1,−1, i], A[k] ≥ x

Results for 2D array init: Program 3 shows the program. At

the end of the program, we get the expected result (i.e., all

elements of array A are equal to zero):

• ∀x1 ∈ [0, 1, row), ∀x2 ∈ [0, 1, col), A[x1][x2] = 0)

Results for partition: Program 4 shows the program. At the

end of the program, we get the expected result (i.e., all elements

of array B are equal to zero, while all elements of array C
are equal to non-zero):

• ∀x ∈ [0, 1, j), B[x] = 0)
• ∀x ∈ [0, 1, k), C[x] �= 0)

Program 3: 2D array init

1 i :=0;
2 while( i<row) {
3 j :=0;
4 while( j<col) {
5 A[i ][ j ] := 0;
6 j := j+1;
7 }

Program time (s)
init 0.61

init nonconst 0.72

init partial 0.60

init even 0.77

copy 0.69

copy partial 0.67

2D array init 3.71

find first nonzero 0.57

partition 2.63

find(QuickSort) 4.58

Table I: Case Study of dDBM Basic Analysis

Program time (s)
matrix addition 4.04

matrix dot product 4.06

array arithmetic1 0.83

array arithmetic2 0.89

array arithmetic3 2.55

array arithmetic4 2.69

Table II: Case Study of dDBM Basic Analysis

8 i := i+1;
9 }

Program 4: partition

1 i :=0; j :=0;k:=0;
2 while( i<size){
3 if (A[i]==0){
4 B[j ]:=A[i ];
5 j := j+1;
6 }
7 else{
8 C[k]:=A[i ];
9 k:=k+1;

10 }
11 i := i+1;
12 }

B. Polynomial Equations Analysis Result

In this experiment, we apply our tool on 6 challeng-

ing array benchmarks shown in Table II. The functions

matrix addition copies the results of adding two matri-

ces to another matrix. matrix dot product is the opera-

tion of multiplying two matrices by multiplying the corre-

sponding elements. array arithmetic1, array arithmetic2,

array arithmetic3 and array arithmetic4 do complex

arithmetic operations for different arrays. Due to space limita-

tions, this paper just gives the results of this analysis on one

program (shown in Program 5).

Results for array arithmetic3: Program 5 shows the program.

At the end of the program, we get the expected result:

• ∀x ∈ [1, 4, size), A[(x− 1)/4] = 4 ∗B[x] + 1

Program 5: array arithmetic3

1 i := 1;
2 j := 0;
3 while( i < size ) {
4 A[j] := i ;
5 B[i] := j ;
6 i := i+4;
7 j := j+1;
8 }
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tool synthesis or verification time(s) sound or not sound
our tool 47 627 sound

SMACK+Corral 45 10310 not sound

ceagle 53 936 not sound

esbmc 39 10989 not sound

CppInv 27 15163 sound

Table III: Verification or synthesis results of SMACK+Corral,

ceagle, esbmc, CppInv and our tool

Performances: All experiments were run on a 2.4 GHz Intel

processor with 6 GB of RAM. Table I and II show the

experimental results. The results show that it takes less than 1

seconds on many small programs, while multidimensional array

programs and some complex programs require more time to

be analyzed. The results show that it takes less than 5 seconds

on all programs.

C. Analysis of array-examples benchmark of SV-COMP

Competition on Software Verification (SV-COMP)[4] pro-

vides an array program benchmark array-examples [3], which

is designed to check (un)reachability. The benchmark is written

in GNU C or ANSI C. It has 88 files, 2299 line codes. The

total number of loops is 375. In this benchmark, there are 28

files with false specifications, which is designed to make the

tools produce the violation witness. Other 60 files have correct

specifications. All of these assertions are atomic assertions.

However, an atomic assertion about array elements and loop-

control-variable in the body of a loop statement is equivalent to

a quantified property about the whole array. There are 56 such

atomic assertions in the 60 files with correct specifications.

In array-examples of SV-COMP, all of the loops are

induction-loops. Using dDBM analysis and polynomial equa-

tions analysis, our tool finds quantified properties in 304 loops.

The total execution time is 881 seconds. The average time

for each of loops is 2.3 seconds. We also compare properties

synthesized by out tool with the 56 assertions in the 60 files.

Our tool finds 47 equivalent universally quantified properties.

We compared our synthesis results with several tools, which

represent the state of the art. SMACK+Corral [16], ceagle [1]

and esbmc [26] are program verification tools. They are the

top tools w.r.t. correct rate in SV-COMP17 for array-examples.

CppInv[23] can generate array universally quantified invariants

in program. There are also other methods which aim to generate

array universally quantified invariants, such as [8], [14], [15]

and [20]. Unfortunately, we can not compare our approach

with these tools, since they are not publicly available.

For all the tools, we compare the target properties number

of verification or synthesis about the 56 assertions in the 60

files (the second column), the time of verification or synthesis

(the third column), whether these tools are sound (the fourth

column). Note that each file was configured with a timeout of

15 minutes.

Table III shows that though ceagle finds six more equivalent

universally quantified properties than our tool, it is not

sound. Except for ceagle, SMACK+Corral and esbmc are not

sound. They are based on bounded model checking or testing

techniques. Only our tool and CppInv are sound. Our tool is

clearly superior to CppInv in terms of the number and time of

synthesis.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Several researchers have previously investigated the problem

of generating array invariants.

Array expansion [6]. This method expands the cells of the

array to local variables, and fully unrolls the loops. Array

expansion is precise, but in practice can only be used for

arrays of small size, and is not able to handle unbounded

arrays.

Array smashing [7], [12]. All the cells of an array A are

subsumed by one variable a. Initially, a is given the strongest

known property satisfied by all the initial values of the cells of

A. A[i] := e is replaced by a� := e. However, weak assignment

can only lose information tests on individual cells do not bring

any information (do not process test condition). One needs to

know an initial property satisfied by all the array cells. As a

consequence, the results are generally unprecise.

Array partitioning [8], [13], [15]. Array partitioning method

partitions the index domain (say, [1...n]) into several symbolic

intervals (e.g., I1 = [1...i − 1], I2 = [i, i], I3 = [i + 1...n]),
and associates with each subarray A[Ik] a summary auxiliary

variable ak. The partitioning is done either syntactically [13],

[15] or by some pre-analysis [8]. Our approach does not

associate with each subarray a summary auxiliary variable

(or slice variables) to process. We directly process quantified

properties, which are highly expressive. Thus, our method

is very easy to deal with multidimensional arrays properties.

Moreover, this method is difficult to deal with programs that

the lcv update statement appears before the statement about

array contexts in a loop. Such programs are very common (e.g.,

A[++i]). Our method can process them.

Predicate abstraction [10], [20], [22]. Predicate abstraction

method uses some easy syntactic heuristics to derive the

predicates used for the abstraction, or provided manually by

the user. Moreover, counter-example guided refinement [5]

and Craig interpolants [17] propose a significant improvement.

However, some of these atomic predicates typically must be

provided manually, as effective selection algorithms are lacking.

Our approach is different in that we model the array properties

directly. Unlike these predicate abstraction-based techniques,

our approach does not require programs to be annotated with

assertions.

Under-approximations and Templates [14], [29]. Under-

approximations and templates method is extremely powerful yet

expensive. The common idea behind these approaches is that

the user provides templates that fix the structure of potential

invariants. The analysis then searches for an invariant that

instantiates the template parameters. Unlike our approach, the

method may require the participation of users in the process.

Theorem prover-based [19], [24]. The method of [19] gener-

ates quantified invariants for loop programs without nesting. It

uses a saturation theorem prover to generate loop invariants.

The idea is to encode the changes to an array at the i-th iteration
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as a quantified fact and then to systematically apply resolution

to derive a closed form (one not mentioning the loop iteration i).
Currently these approaches are still limited due to the missing

inbuilt support for arithmetic theories in the underlying theorem

provers(as opposed to SMT solvers, where arithmetic reasoning

is hard-wired in the theory solvers). In [24], a related approach

is presented, where invariants are generated by examining

candidates supplied by an interpolating theorem prover. In

addition to suffering from similar arithmetic reasoning problems

as [19], the approach also requires program assertions. Unlike

Theorem prover-based techniques, our approach only relies

on the function of linear constraint solving, which is well

supported by SMT solver (e.g., Z3).

IX. CONCLUSION

We propose a general framework for building universally

quantified abstract domains that leverage existing quantifier-free

domains in induction-loop programs. The method synthesizes

properties by “iterating forward” analysis. It does not require

the participation of users and automatically discovers quantified

properties of programs by leverage existing quantifier-free

analysis. Our method is sound and converges in finite time.

The method has been implemented using clang and Z3. We also

instantiate this framework using two basic analyses: difference-

bound matrices with disequality constraints (dDBM ) analysis

and polynomial equations analysis. These analyses are used

to successfully generate quantified invariants on challenging

array benchmarks.
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